Preparation of Property-Controlled Bi-Based Solder Powders by a Ball-Milling Process
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Abstract: Three kinds of Bi-based solder powders with different chemical compositions of binary Bi–Sn, ternary Bi–Sn–In, and quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga were prepared using a gas atomization process and subsequently ball-milled for smaller-size fabrication. In particular, only the quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders were severely broken to the size of less than 10 µm in a polyhedral shape due to the presence of the constitutional element, the degree of overall oxidation, and the formation of solid solution, which had affected the fractured extent of the Ga-containing solder powders. Furthermore, a melting point also decreased by the addition of In and/or Ga into the binary Bi–Sn solder system, resulting in a melting point of 60.3 °C for the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders. Thus, it was possible that fractured Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders were appropriate for the adhesion of more compact solder bump arrays, enabling reflowing at the low temperature of 110 °C on a flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate.
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1. Introduction

Fabricating small-sized solder powders is an essential approach to constituting more compact solder bump arrays, because the solder bump size on a packaging substrate decreases as a result of the miniaturization of electronic components, and the pitch distance drops to the submicron level [1,2]. Although gas-atomized solder powders are several tens of micrometers small, even smaller solder powders are required to meet the demands of more advanced solder bumps for high microelectronic package loading [3–6]. In addition to the gas atomization process, a facile ball-milling process can be used for fabricating smaller-sized solder powders [7]. However, this method, which imparts high impact energy, can only be applied to brittle materials and is limited to ductile solder powders [7]. As an alternative, some brittle materials such as Bi, Ga, and Ge can be added to the solder powders, making the solder alloy more brittle, and these more brittle solder powders can be ball-milled to reduce their size [8–10]. Meanwhile, Bi-based solder powders are widely used in interconnection applications on glass or metallic substrates with regard to several advantages of good solderability, reasonable cost, and low melting point [10]. During alloy formation, the Bi solder constituent reacts with the...
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others to form various intermetallic compounds (IMCs) [10]. Since most IMCs are brittle, excessive IMCs can allow solder powders to be ball-milled. Among various supplementary elements, Ga has received great attention as its utility as a solder additive due to its tremendous properties such as an intrinsic low melting point and the ability to impart brittleness to the employed materials [8]. Ga easily alloys with many other solder elements by diffusing into their lattice, and Ga diffuses into the grain boundaries of other solder alloys, making them very brittle [11]. Lin et al. reported that the Ga-containing Bi–Sn–xGa solder possesses high ductility resistance, because the Ga-rich phases at the grain boundaries are believed to impede grain growth [12].

Besides the fabrication of small-sized solder powders, demand has increased for advanced solder bumps reflowed on a flexible plastic substrate [13]. This has created a need to lower solder melting points so that the flexible plastic substrate is not damaged during reflow soldering [14]. This challenge can be simply solved by dissolving supplementary elements in conventional solder. For example, the addition of third, or even fourth elements such as Bi, In, and Ga into eutectic Sn–9Zn solder with a melting point of 198 °C can significantly lower the melting point, depending on the amount of the solder additive employed [11,15,16]. Notably, In has very high solubility with other solder elements, and thus can provide a sharp melting point depression (e.g., eutectic In–48Sn solder with a melting point of 118 °C) [17]. However, there still remains a need to find a suitable substitute, due to the high cost issue [17]. Relatively, Ga can offer economic advantages over In as an additive to effectively lower the melting point of the solder alloy. Although such In and Ga solder additives are not currently popular for microelectronic packaging on metallic or ceramic substrates, they present interesting compositions for obtaining reliable, economical solder joints for interconnection applications on flexible plastic substrates.

Herein, three different types of Bi-based solder powders that have chemical compositions of binary Bi–Sn, ternary Bi–Sn–In, and quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders are investigated in respect of their thermal behavior, microstructural phase, mechanical strength, and reflow solderability; in particular, the presence of specific IMCs in the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders have significantly influenced the breakage of the solder powders (the size of less than 10 µm) when using the ball-milling process. Then, the melting point of the Ga-containing solder powders is significantly lowered to 60.3 °C. As a result, the solder pastes that consist of a mixture of ball-milled Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders and epoxy resins are reflowed on the PET substrate at the low temperature of 110 °C, because the flexible plastic film will not be damaged at this temperature [14].

2. Materials and Methods

Bismuth pieces (Bi, 99.999%), tin shots (Sn, 99.8%), indium pieces (In, 99.99%), and gallium (Ga, 99.9%) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. Three different types of Bi-based solder powders that have specific chemical compositions of binary Bi–Sn, ternary Bi–Sn–In, and quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga, as shown in Table 1, were fabricated using a gas atomizer (Hot Gas Atomization System, PSI Ltd., Hailsham, East Sussex, UK) under identical conditions. The gas atomization process was commenced by melting of 1.0 kg of the solder elements in a graphite crucible, at 400 °C for 10 min. The molten solder liquid was then readily atomized to form small droplets and rapidly solidified due to the heat convection in the surrounding gas flow of 30 bar. After all these processes, the gas-atomized solder powders were collected and thereafter loaded onto a series of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E11 standard sieves and shaken on a sieve shaker for 10 min to obtain the solder powders within the specific size range of 26–38 µm. The Bi-based solder powders were ball-milled within a stainless steel jar with zirconia balls to obtain solder powders with less than the initial size that were obtained when using planetary ball-milling equipment (ARE-310, Dongwhan, Seoul, Korea). The planetary motion of 220 rpm threw the balls strongly against each other, and thus the quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders were severely broken to the size of less than 10 µm. The fractured solder powders were blended with epoxy resins at a 95:5 weight percentage ratio using a three-roll miller (EXAKT 50 I, EXAKT Technologies, Inc., Oklahoma City, OK, USA), to
make the solder pastes. The specimens were patterned with dot arrays of dimensions 50 mm × 50 mm on the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate and were prepared using a custom-made screen printer; it was then reflowed at 110 °C in a glove box filled with an inert gas. Practically, the ball-milled Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder pastes should be deposited on the surface-modified PET, such as Cu-sputtered PET, indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated PET, or conductive polymer-coated PET, to ensure more realistic conditions and better electron flow between microelectronics and substrates. In the present study, however, we mainly focused on solder materials rather than plastic substrates. Thus, they were just reflowed on the raw PET substrate to show the practical reflow possibility of novel solder pastes and to determine the damage extent of the PET, even at such a low soldering temperature.

Table 1. Chemical compositions, O amounts, and intermetallic compounds (IMCs) of Bi-based solder powders prepared by a gas atomization process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi (wt.%)</th>
<th>Sn (wt.%)</th>
<th>In (wt.%)</th>
<th>Ga (wt.%)</th>
<th>O (wt.%)</th>
<th>IMCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0987</td>
<td>No IMCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.0884</td>
<td>In0.2Sn0.8 &amp; BiIn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.0593</td>
<td>In0.2Sn0.8, Ga0.9In0.1, &amp; BiIn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concentration of oxygen contained in the solder powders was determined using an O/N analyzer (ON–900, ELTRA GmbH, Haan, Germany). The microstructure image and chemical composition of the gas-atomized solder powders, the cross-sectional solder alloys, and the solder pastes on the PET substrate before and after reflow were acquired using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM–5800, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The constitutional elements and IMCs of Bi-based solder powders were determined by an X-ray diffraction spectrocope (XRD, D/Max-2500VL/PC, Rigaku International Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Their thermal properties were measured using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC, Q600, TA Instrument, New Castle, DE, USA). The Bi-based solder alloy was heat-treated into an alumina crucible at about 400 °C, and the ingot was then shaped into a tensile-strength testing sample (2.00 mm wide × 4.58 mm thick). A tensile testing machine (Universal Testing Machine 4485, Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) was used.

3. Results and Discussion

The surface morphologies of Bi-based solder powders within the same size range of 26–38 µm are shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1a, it was found that the Sn–Bi solder powders had rough spherical shapes, composed by each major Bi-rich phase and minor Sn-rich phase, because there were no IMCs between the two phases. In the surface image of the Bi–Sn–In solder powders (Figure 1b), there were residual areas that had an In-rich phase embedded in the interfacial boundaries; it was considered that the In bridged between Bi and Sn, and thus formed Bi–In and In–Sn IMCs. However, there were distinguishable thick layer phases in the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders (Figure 1c), and the XRD analysis revealed that the induced phases were composed of Ga-rich and In-rich phases in the Bi–Sn solder system; thus, it predicated on the formation of Ga0.9In0.1, BiIn, and In0.2Sn0.8 IMCs according to the Ga–In, Bi–In, and In–Sn interfacial reactions. Since the IMCs were usually brittle, the overall ductility of the solder joints was decreased, which allowed ball-milling for finer-size fabrication.

Figure 1d shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of binary Bi–Sn, ternary Bi–Sn–In, and quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders. Each Bi and Sn phase appears in the XRD pattern of the Bi–Sn solder powders, but there were no peaks of IMCs between Bi and Sn [18]. However, the addition of In in the Bi–Sn solder system resulted in the occurrence of new peaks of BiIn and In0.2Sn0.8 IMCs; thus, In took a bridging role between Bi and Sn [18]. Moreover, the addition of Ga in the Bi–Sn–In solder system formed further occurrences of peaks of the solid solutions between In and Ga, Ga0.9In0.1, which was in correspondence to the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Files (JCPDF) No. 34–1437. As a result, while Bi–Sn solder powders had no IMCs, the addition of In and Ga formed significant amounts...
of various Ga–In, Bi–In, and In–Sn IMCs, which made the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders very brittle, thus allowing ball-milling for finer-size fabrication.

![Figure 1. SEM images and elemental mapping results (the inset of each image) of (a) a binary Bi–Sn powder with the inset of Bi-rich phase; (b) a ternary Bi–Sn–In powder with the inset of In-rich phase and (c) a quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powder with the inset of Ga-rich phase. XRD analysis results (d) of Bi-based solder powders.](image1.png)

Each microstructure of the as-raw and ball-milled Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders was shown in Figure 2. The planetary motion threw the balls against each other strongly generating high impact energy; thus, the quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders were severely broken and fragmented during the operation time as the fracture control parameter. Since the rotational speed of the ball-milling process was optimized to reduce the size of the solder powders, their fractured extent was controlled by changing the running time as the control parameter. However, as the running time increased, the amount of fractured solder powders increased, and the average size was significantly decreased as an effect of ball-milling. For the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders before the ball-milling process, a definitely layered morphology along the interface is shown in Figure 1c, the higher magnification image of Figure 2a. In contrast, it was possible to observe an agglomerated morphology (Figure 2d) on the surface of the fractured solder powders.

![Figure 2. SEM images of fractured Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders in different operation time: (a) no ball-milling; (b) ball-milled for 30 min, and (c) ball-milled for 4 h. High magnification of SEM images: (d) ×2000.](image2.png)
Figure 3 shows the microstructure and chemical composition of the investigated Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders. Figure 3a shows the fractured solder powders with rugged surface structure. In the elemental mapping analysis (Figure 3b–e), Sn overlapped together with In, referred to as In0.2Sn0.8 IMC, and there was a broad distribution of Ga, which informed the formation of a specific Ga0.9In0.1 IMC between In and Ga. Furthermore, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis (Figure 3f) on the surface of the fractured solder powders demonstrated the significant increase of Ga content compared to the Ga content of the as-raw solder powders before ball-milling. The chemical composition of the fractured Ga-containing solder powders was identified as 37.53 wt.% Bi, 26.88 wt.% Sn, 27.46 wt.% In, and 2.65 wt.% Ga; then, the O amount drastically increased from 2.62 to 5.48 wt.%, which indicated that the spalled solder powders were severely oxidized during ball-milling, and the subsequent oxidized solder powders became more brittle to be broken and spalled for finer-size fabrication. As a result, the Ga-rich phase was segregated in the vicinity of the interfacial boundaries of the Bi–Sn solder system; thereafter, the Ga-containing solder powders were fractured along the brittle Ga-rich phase during the ball-milling process. It was quite spectacular to notice that, unlike conventional Bi-based and Sn-based solder powders with high ductility, the Ga-containing solder powders were ball-milled to become finer-sized, although the spalled solder powders were mostly polyhedral shapes.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3.** Fractured surface SEM images of ball-milled Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders. Mapping analysis results: (b) for Bi, (c) for Sn, (d) for In, and (e) for Ga. EDS analysis (f) on the surface of (a): the amount of Ga emitted on the fractured surface significantly increased.

Fractured Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders with a size of less than 10 µm were successfully fabricated via a combination of gas atomization and ball milling. The schematics of the quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders containing many IMCs and the ball-milling process are shown in Figure 4. After
Ga was added in the Bi–Sn–In solder system, the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders were well fractured during the ball-milling process due to the precipitation of many different IMCs at the interfacial boundary. However, when the same process was applied to the Bi–Sn and Bi–Sn–In solder powders, they appeared and developed into a consolidated, agglomerated bulk due to their remaining ductile conditions according to the formation of less IMCs. In other words, only Ga-containing solder powders were broken across solid solutions at the interfacial boundaries by the cascaded zirconia balls with high impact energy during the ball-milling process. Then, both the size and shape of the solder balls were significantly changed after the ball-milling process, but most properties except for their polyhedral shape and the average size were similar to those of the as-raw, gas-atomized solder powders. After the fractured solder powders were well blended with epoxy resins, they were directly patterned on the PET substrate as actual solder pastes for any post-processing.

Figure 4. The ball-milling effect of quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders induced from the formation of brittle IMCs.

The DSC curves in Figure 5 show the thermal behavior of Bi-based solder powders. The prominent endothermic peak of the Bi–Sn–In solder powders shifted to 82.0 °C from the Bi–Sn solder powders having a peak at 139.6 °C when the content of In was increased to 23.8 wt.%. Continuously, the addition of 4.8 wt.% Ga shifted the peak even more, to 60.3 °C. Thus, the addition of an appropriate amount of In and Ga shifted the endothermic peak to the pre-determined melting point of the solder powders. It is noteworthy that a slight shoulder was observed on the left side of the melting point peak for the Bi–Sn–In solder powders. The appearance of the shoulder is a result of the formation of an In-rich phase. The addition of 4.8 wt.% Ga into the Bi–Sn–In solder system also resulted in the formation of various Ga0.9In0.1, BiIn, and In0.2Sn0.8 IMCs. Because such solid solutions have relatively high melting points due to their covalent bonds, the melting ranges of the Bi–Sn–In and the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders became broader.

Figure 5. DSC of Bi-based solder powders.
The average yield strength (Figure 6) of the Bi–Sn solder alloy remained constant at 40.1 MPa, having a standard deviation of 1.8 MPa. However, the yield strength drastically dropped to 10.2 MPa as the In and Ga content were increased to 4.8 and 23.8 wt.%, respectively. The average ultimate tensile strength of the solder alloy simultaneously decreased from 49.8 to 16.6 MPa when both In and Ga were added to the Bi–Sn solder system. Afterwards, the average elongation decreased from 9.5% to 1.8% as the concentrations of In and Ga increased. The Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder alloy containing 4.8 wt.% Ga and 23.8 wt.% In exhibited very low tensile strength values compared to the Bi–Sn solder alloy. In particular, the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder alloy had average elongation as low as 1.8%. This comparison indicates that the addition of In and/or Ga into the solder alloy significantly deteriorated the tensile strength values and significantly reduced the solder alloy ductility, as induced by the formation of various IMCs [20]. Overall, the tensile strength values of the Ga-containing solder alloy were much smaller than those of the Bi–Sn solder alloy. This phenomenon also reflected a significant decrease in the solder alloy ductility upon increasing the amount of In and Ga, induced from the formation of IMCs with them. As a result, the comparison of ductility for three kinds of solders indicates the adequate performance of Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder alloy, as realized from its appropriate level of elongation when considered at strain rate levels.

Figure 6. Tensile strength measurements of Bi-based solder alloys. Strain-stress curves (a) were taken from representative single samples, which are different from the average results. The other graphs represent the average and standard deviation values of each yield strength (b), ultimate tensile strength (c) and elongation (d) of the Bi-based solder alloys.

Figure 7a shows the screen-printed pattern of Ga-containing solder pastes on the square PET substrate prior to reflow. After being printed, the solder pastes were successfully attached without creating links between neighboring solder bumps. In addition, the shape uniformity of the solder pastes was well-controlled by the blockage mold and the pitch distance between solder bumps was 700 μm. Actually, Figure 7b,c show the consolidated, agglomerated Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders prior to reflow soldering. Since the hydrophobic epoxy resins were well mixed with fractured Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders to prevent oxidation during reflow soldering, they contributed to the adhesion stability and thermal wettability on the flexible plastic substrate [21]. After the reflow soldering process at the
low temperature of 110 °C, the bump morphology changed its shape to spherical from polyhedral shape, and the surface of the solder bumps became smoother as shown in Figure 7d,e. This surface modification was ascribed to the high solderability of Ga-containing solder powders. As shown in Figure 7e, the solder powders reflowed on the raw PET substrate demonstrated poor wettability due to the heterojunction between metallic solder powders and organic polymer substrates (metal-organic interfaces). In general, conventional Cu pads are used in practical soldering applications, because they provide good wettability to the reflowed solder powders, forming specific IMCs between metallic solder powders and Cu substrates, such as Cu₅Sn₃ and Cu₃Sn. Thus, the PET should be coated with conductive metals or ceramics, such as copper, gold, silver, platinum, or indium tin oxide (ITO), to enhance the wettability of the solder powders. However, the main scope of this present study is to fabricate smaller-sized solder powders using a facile ball-milling process and to reflow the solder powders on the plastic substrate. Thus, the actual use and the practical application of the surface-modified PET substrate were omitted, because the focus is simply to determine the soldering possibility (solderability and reflowability) of ball-milled solder powders on the PET and the degree of thermal damage of the PET, even at such a low soldering temperature. Overall, the fractured solder powders with flux also consolidated toward the center upon reflow soldering. Subsequently, the solder bumps became bendable and stretchable after they were reflowed to the PET substrate, which was then applied to flexible devices as shown in Figure 7f. As a result, the as-reflowed spherical solder bumps were distributed, but the small size of the solder bumps were dispersed around the main solder bumps and were strongly bonded on the PET substrate.

Figure 7. Feasibility test for Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder pastes. Screen-printed patterns (a) of the solder pastes prior to reflow; OM image (b) of the solder patterns prior to reflow, having a pitch distance of 700 μm; SEM image (c) of the solder pastes prior to reflow; OM image (d) of the solder bumps after reflow; SEM image (e) of the solder bumps after reflow; a photograph (f) of solder bumps on a PET substrate with flexibility and bendability after reflow.
4. Conclusions

The microscopic, spectroscopic, and physical properties of three kinds of Bi-based solder powders with different chemical compositions of binary Bi–Sn, ternary Bi–Sn–In, and quaternary Bi–Sn–In–Ga were compared. In particular, the microscope images showed that the surface morphology of the Bi-based solder powders had become more intergranular, due to the formation of more IMCs in accordance with the addition of In and/or Ga in the binary Bi–Sn solder system. Furthermore, the addition of Ga in the Bi–Sn–In solder system significantly increased the brittleness in the Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders, which made ball-milling for the fabrication of finer-sized solder powders with less than 10 μm possible. Subsequently, the addition of supplementary elements to the binary Bi–Sn solder system also drastically decreased the melting point of the solder powders by shifting to a eutectic composition with a lower temperature, which allows the ball-milled Bi–Sn–In–Ga solder powders to reflow on a flexible film at the low temperature of 110 °C.
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